Transkei Hilmond Weavers – additional data

Transkei Hilmond Weavers Dusty Pink Mohair Curtains (2 Drops 2,450m X 1,790m) were offered by Grenhilda 5392 from Newcastle on BidorBuy in 2011
MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING OF MOHAIR FABRICS

1. Never use any soap or soap powder for washing of mohair.
2. Never wash in washing machine.
3. Small items must be treated as other woolen articles and washed in "WOOL" cycle. Shake fringes straight after washing and comb them after drying. They are to be trimmed with scissors.
4. Larger pieces such as curtains and bedspreads must be dry-cleaned. Request attention of the dry cleaner for special treatment by preventing excess heat.

PLEASE NOTE:

Fabrics with inlaid knobby effect must also receive attention as they can easily be loose from the weave. Fold to the inside and with large stitching close. For ironing again loosened.